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The logical thing, therefore, seemed to be to base with the Wyatt
Earp on one of the islands of the Antarctic Archipelago which
border the Weddell Sea on the west, and, choosing the good
weather of October and November, fly across to Little America
and wait there until the Wyatt Earp could break through in
January. While this plan would add between three hundred and
six hundred miles to the distance across Antarctica proper, still it
gave us a much shorter route than the round trip first proposed. It
would enable the plane to carry a sledge, a tent, food supplies, and
camping equipment, without which it would be foolhardy to venture
into the icy continent.
Besides, in Wilkins I had with me, as a member of the expedi-
tion, a man familiar with the Antarctic Archipelago, having been
the first to explore it since Charcot in 1909. But even Wilkins knew
none too much about those mountainous masses of land, buried
under glaciers and snow and almost perpetually fog-bound. He
knew, however, that certain of the islands, perhaps because their
rocks are warmed by volcanic action, remain snow-free even in
winter. He felt certain that we could find a base from which to
take of!.
The archipelago offered us one further advantage. Its southern-
most and westernmost fragment of land is Charcot Island, which
lies a short distance off the supposed Antarctic coast at the seventy-
fifth meridian west of Greenwich. When in the flight I should cross
the seventy-fifth meridian I should be almost half-way to Little
America, but only about three hundred miles from Charcot Island.
The route therefore offered three havens in the event of an acci-
dent to the plane. Moreover, of all the islands of the archipelago
Wilkins knew Charcot best, having flown clear around it in 1929.
He therefore could describe its landmarks and thus make easy
a rendezvous, if the Wyatt Earp had to come there to pick us up.
All this was predicated upon the plane's ability to communicate
with the ship by radio. What our plans should be in the event of
radio failure I will come to later on.
All the way back to the States I considered these points, and by
the time I reached New York I had made my decision. The destina-
tion of our next voyage would be the Weddell Sea side of Ant-
arctica. The new plan for a straight transcontinental flight from

